
Declaration of Truth 

Natural Law is not man made.  
It is the unchanging Universal Law of Nature.  
Natural Law governs the consequences of human behavior.  

by Special Appearance 
(Your Name) 

Regarding Case #’s similar to: _____________________________ 

From the beginning, as Ke Akua / God Almighty is my witness, I, ___(Your 
Name)____, of the family ___(Last Name)___, embrace all gifts given by God, 
repent all transgressions against God / YHWH, and waive all claims 
without God (The Truth and Source). 

I make this special appearance, reserving all of my unalienable god given 
rights, and other rights. I am here out of a sense of duty to make right 
what is wrong, to make pono the hewa that is the unlawful State of 
Hawai’i. I make my special appearance with sincere aloha, to challenge, 
rebuke, and deny all false claims, contracts, and presumptions, as well as 
the so-called jurisdiction of the fake State of Hawai’i over me, and over 
our beloved and ongoing Hawaiian Kingdom.  

I am not now, have never been, and will never be a, “Person”, as defined 
by the corporate legalese that has infiltrated our common/natural law 
language. I am not a corporate fiction, limited liability company, straw 
man, or any other "legal entity.” If you cut me… I will bleed. I am not a 
Corporate fiction name.  

I am not a deceased estate. I am not dead. I am alive and well thank you! 

Hawai’i’s true political status is well known and proven in the public 
record. I and many others have brought our lawful claims forward in face 



to face encounters and public record filings for years. The Hawaiian 
Kingdom has been under unlawful US military occupation for over 125 
years. No written response or rebuttal of this claim, equals silent 
acquiescence. The historical and lawful truth about Hawai’i stands.  

The State of Hawai’i legal system and agent /employees thereof cannot 
lawfully proceed on any aspect of this controversy/case, on any level, 
without first bringing tangible evidence, entered on and for the record, in 
support of and clearly, irrefutably evidencing lawful jurisdiction over me 
or over these Hawaiian Islands. 

Any court that attempts to proceed, without first proving lawful 
jurisdiction is acting outside of the Creator’s Natural Law for both 
Hawaiian Kingdom, Declaration of Rights 1839; and America, Declaration 
of Independence 1776. Any such court has violated its oath of office, and 
has lost any and all protection of said office. Such a court, and agents/
employees thereof are vulnerable in their own right, to accountability in 
both the criminal and civil realm. 

I cannot be compelled, lawfully or otherwise, to recognize any court that 
acts outside of the Natural Law. I cannot lawfully be compelled to 
recognize a rogue court’s assertions that I must be a participant, on any 
level, in any matter that is unlawfully caused to proceed, without first 
bringing forward tangible evidence in support of any such assertion of 
jurisdiction. Jurisdiction cannot be merely presumed. Jurisdiction must 
be proven. There is no exception to this rule. The State of Hawai’i’s 
jurisdiction is null and void. 

Any and all attempts to proceed absent proven jurisdiction, are unlawful 
attempts to proceed, therefore entirely unenforceable by Natural Law, 
Hawaiian Kingdom 1839 and America 1776. I remind any and all law 
enforcement and all people connected to the State of Hawai’i 
corporation that ignorance of the law, in the eyes of the law, is not now, 



nor will ever be, a viable defense. I caution anyone intent on now acting 
only under the color of law. Color of law is not lawful. 

Please send signed, hard copy written correspondence, within 22 days 
to: 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Hawaiian Kingdom 

Be advised… with Aloha! 

Sincerely, 

________________________________ Date:____/_____/____ 
        (Your Autographed Name) 

Witness, 

________________________________ Date: ____/_____/_____ 
(Witness Autograph + Witness Printed Name) 

Witness, 

________________________________ Date: ____/_____/_____ 
(Witness Autograph + Witness Printed Name) 

Special Note: This form highlights historical facts and Natural Law 
principals. Success in Court requires one to stand in Honor, it does not 
guarantee winning your case. Your honoring the covenant does however 



move the ball forward in Natural Law justice. Please consult Circle of 
Sovereigns before you file a Declaration of Truth into the Public Record.


